I ntro d u c t i o n
Customer feedback is essential for your business growth.
It allows you to understand what your customers feel
about your product so that you can make the necessary
changes. It is also an excellent way to check your
competitors and monitor the changing market trends.
Customer feedback enables you to glean critical insights
that help correct pricing policies, marketing strategies and
cut frivolous expenses. This guide will explain to you in
detail the importance of customer feedback in your day-today functioning and why companies across industries are
investing heavily in this field.

WHAT IS
CUSTOMER
FEEDBACK?
Customer feedback is the means of collecting, analyzing,
and acting upon the data collected from customers. It also
tells how your company's offerings — products and
services — have helped your customers achieve their
goals. You will be surprised to know that about 76% of
consumers give credence to online reviews as much as
personal recommendations.
Customer feedback acts as a reliable source of knowledge
for shoppers — online and offline — searching for
trustworthy sellers. It's because people rate good word-ofmouth from their peers higher than advertisements.

Why is customer
feedback important?
1. It brings forth the
imperfections in your products.
Before launching the final product in the market, you must have
conducted numerous brainstorming sessions. You would have
thought about its applications and carefully crafted every feature.
But since "love is blind," you may have overseen many
imperfections in your product.Thus, you must provide a few test
samples to your intended audience before you think of launching
the product. It will allow you to put yourself in your customer's
shoes and view the product from their eyes. This exercise will
reveal what your customers feel about your product — the
benefits and drawbacks — and will allow you to adopt a course
correction strategy at the earliest. It's your customers who are
going to use your products. So it's essential to keep in touch with
them and provide what they expect.

2. Customers feel
important when their
recommendations
are heard.
The best way to make your customers feel important is to listen to
their recommendations and act upon them at the earliest. If you
have one-to-one communication with your customers, they will
feel delighted and will stay more loyal to you. Do you know that
finding new customers is approximately five times more
expensive than retaining the existing ones? Another benefit is
that loyal customers bring significant referral business.Moreover,
when your customers feel that their views are being heard, you
will be able to upsell and cross-sell ancillary products and register
massive profits.

3. Customer
feedback will help
you gain massive
referral business.
Customer feedback and referral business are directly linked.
Studies suggest that 8 out of 10 purchases are influenced by
face-to-face communication. People trust their peers'
recommendations more than advertisements that they watch on
T.V. and social media. And this is true throughout the customer
purchase cycle — from awareness to the final purchase. In
contrast, other attributes like price comparison and
advertisements help only during the final decision.

Remember that customer feedback will make the strongest
impression on the people who land on your website for the first
time. Make sure that you receive positive customer feedback as it
will improve their chances of purchasing a product.

4. Pay attention to
negative feedback.
Not all customers are well-mouthed. Some of them who don't get
the desired benefits provide harsh criticism. They spread bad
word-of-mouth on social media channels and leave anonymous
comments on discussion platforms. Instead of avoiding such
comments, you should pay more focus on them. Negative
comments can be the best opportunity for you to improve your
product and its features. They inform you about the drawbacks
and help you improve your products.

If you come across a negative comment, contact the unhappy
customer straight away. Provide them a solution at the earliest
and keep them in the loop. If you don't have an immediate
answer, ask for their contact number and tell them the exact date
when you will provide a remedy. If there happens to be no
solution, you can exchange the defunct product for a brand new
one. Or you can offer them discounts on their next purchase.

Benefits of
Customer feedback

1. It helps you
improve your website.
Websites create the first impression in your customer's mind.
Research reveals that 75% of consumers judge a company's
credibility based on its website. Moreover, users take only 50
milliseconds to decide whether they want to continue using the
website or leave. These statistics explain the need to have a welldesigned and attention-grabbing website.

Customer feedback will help you know what your website lacks,
thereby allowing you to strategize and create something that
attracts more people. You must know that building a great
website is not just about creating eye-catchy designs but also
involves other essential attributes such as navigation,
responsiveness, searchability, and layout. Research suggests
that 88% of online consumers don't visit a website if they have a
terrible experience.

Today, more people access the internet on their mobile phones
instead of P.C.s/laptops. So you need to provide an excellent
mobile experience for your customers. Google suggests that 61%
of consumers don't revisit a mobile site if they face difficulty
accessing it. Instead, 40% of those visit a competitor's website.

Listen to what your customers are saying and make the
necessary changes to your website.

2. You become
aware of your
customer's needs.
Customers are your real judges. Their word is the final word.
They provide you an unbiased view — both good and bad —
about your offerings, and you must listen to their comments with
open ears.

Feedback allows you to know your customer's likes, dislikes,
needs, wants, and aspirations. It's risky to add new features
without first asking your customers about it. You should tailor
your products as per the customer's needs as it will increase the
selling potential of your company's offerings.

3. You will have more
loyal customers.
Customer loyalty is the new mantra for businesses to shoot up
their sales. Do you know how essential it is to have loyal
customers? Studies suggest that loyal customers are worth up to
ten times their initial order purchase. A bunch of loyal customers
can have a considerable bearing on your business. Apart from
guaranteeing sales per month, they also spread good word-ofmouth and bring significant referral business. Moreover, they also
provide a first-hand experience of your products that you should
use to make relevant tweaks and changes.

Hence, it's essential to have a bunch of loyal customers to stick
to you. To increase customer stickiness, you should provide extra
benefits to those customers who share their views with you. It
would be best if you also gave additional advantages —
discounts, coupons, price-cuts, membership benefits — to those
who spread good word-of-mouth and recommend your products
to others. Take customer satisfaction surveys periodically to keep
yourself abreast of what your customers feel about your offerings
and use them as a benchmark to improve your products.

4. It will help you
understand how
customers discover
you.
Gone are the days when marketers didn't know how to figure out
where their customers came from. With the introduction of web
analytics, marketers can visualize multiple parameters, such as
the following:

Number of
views

Number
of visitors

Most popular
day

Type of posts they
are interested in?

How long are
visitors staying
on the website?

Most popular
hour

Country of
origin

Are they appreciating
or criticizing
your products?

With these details in your hand, you will optimize your website
and draw a massive audience to your website.

As far as offline marketing tactics — seminars, brand promotions,
events, college festivals — are concerned, customer feedback
plays a significant role in understanding and analyzing the
customer experience and acting on them.

5. It helps you
create engaging
content.
We live in an era where content creation has surpassed every
other form of marketing. Content creation, whether in the form of
text, video, audio, interviews, blogs, and infographics, goes a
long way in providing a rich customer experience. Statistics
support this assertion. Forrester's study suggests that an average
consumer consumes 11.4 pieces of content before making the
final purchase.

Engaging content catches the consumer's attention and increases
customer stickiness. By making your content attractive,
informative, and visually appealing, you will encourage customers
to share the content with others and grow your subscriber base.

Conclusion
Customer feedback is the sharpest arrow in your marketing
quiver. It helps you know what your customers think about your
products and gauge your offerings' benefits and drawbacks. You
can make the necessary corrections and tweak your products
according to your customer's likings. Customer feedback also
gives you a vivid picture of the market and what other industry
players are doing. It keeps you abreast of the recent trends and
changing customer behavior. Overall, customer feedback
provides fuel to business growth, decides your growth trajectory,
and allows you to stay relevant to the current times.
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